
All about Potter’s potions

Monday 26 June marks 20 years since J.K. Rowling published 
her first book about a young wizard with a striking scar. Harry 

Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, published in 1997, was an 
instant success. 

As a student at Hogwarts, one of the things that Potter hates 
most is potions class, and in particular, his seemingly cruel potions 
master, Severus Snape. Potions might not be Potter’s favourite 
subject, but it is undeniable that they bring J.K. Rowling’s world of 
wizardry to life. However, the author’s ideas weren’t just a product 
of her imagination – they were partly inspired by historical research.

Hundreds of years ago in the Middle Ages (a period between the 
5th and 15th century) people believed in the power of potions. They 
mixed weird and wonderful ingredients together to try and cure 
illnesses – and a few of their remedies actually worked.

All about Potter’s potions  
Plants 
One of the first magical plants we 
are introduced to in Potter’s 
wizarding world is the 
Mandrake – a plant with roots 
that look like a small human. In 
the books, a Mandrake’s cry can 
be fatal to anyone who hears it. It 
is also used to cure anyone who has 
been petrified, which is the process of 
being turned into stone.

But the mandrake root is not 
just a plant in the Harry Potter 
world, it is a plant in real life, too. In fact, 
mandrake root has been used in potions and 
herbal medicine for hundreds of years. Its 
roots actually do look a bit like human arms 
and legs. In the 1st century, the root was used 
as an anaesthetic (something that relieves 
pain) by physicians in ancient Rome. 

Mandrake root isn’t the only plant with 
healing powers. Sage (a herb) was used by 
the Romans. It was described in medieval 
times as being “fresh and green to cleanse the 
body of venom”. It was also chewed to whiten 
teeth. In Harry Potter, centaurs burn sage to 
help their stargazing skills. 

Mandrake 
appears 
in Harry 
Potter.

Amazing alchemy 

Truth serums
In Harry Potter, Veritaserum is a truth serum 
that, when drunk, forces the drinker to 
speak the truth. This might seem hard to 

believe, but doctors in the Middle Ages 
believed patients would be able to 

reveal the name of their disease if they 
held a bunch of a herb called vervain. 

Weird ingredients 

Myth and real 

history are mixed 

in Harry Potter.

IT’S 
TRUE!

The word Veritaserum 

comes from the Latin 

word veritas which 

means truth.

Hermione 
knows a 
thing or 

two about 
potions. 

Wizards at Hogwarts use all sorts of weird ingredients 
– such as rats’ tails, pond slime and pus – to make their 
potions. Some ancient medical remedies were just as 
strange. Apothecaries, which were like pharmacies, 
sold ointments and medicines. According to a 9th 
century apothecary recipe, a cure for eye infections was 
made from garlic, onion, wine and bile from a bull’s 
stomach. These were mixed and left to stew for nine 
nights, then applied to the eye using a feather. Recently, 
students from Nottingham University tested the remedy 
and found that it did in fact clear up the infection.  

Alchemy was a form of chemistry practised in the Middle Ages. 
Alchemists were obsessed with turning metals into gold and creating 
medicines to cure any disease. They also believed that a legendary 
substance, known as the philosopher’s stone, could produce the elixir 
of life: a drink that promises eternal youth. In the Harry Potter series, 
an alchemist named Nicholas Flamel is the only known maker of the 
philosopher’s stone. Rowling says that this character was inspired by 
a real person. The real Nicholas Flamel lived in 14th century France, 
and devoted his life to understanding symbols in alchemy. He also 
attempted to decipher (decode) a book that some people believe held 
the secret to creating the philosopher’s stone.

KILLER 
PLANTS

 Alnwick Poison Garden in 

Northumberland is home to 

more than 100 poisonous 

plants. Alnwick Castle, near 

the gardens, appears in the 

Harry Potter films.

                Potions, plants and  
 the amazing art of alchemy

FIND OUT 
MORE

If you want to learn  

more about the history of 

magic, head to the British 

Library’s exhibition from 20 

October. Find out more at 

tinyurl.com/TWJ-magic
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Powerful potions 
Some of the potions described in the Harry Potter 
books were inspired by ancient remedies.

From truth serums to the 
fatal mandrake, Rowling’s 
ideas have roots in real life.
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